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Anness Publishing. Board book. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Busy Little People, Armadillo,
This title features fun pictures and games for babies and toddlers! This is a big chunky book about
busy little people - come on inside and join them! It features lots of familiar objects and activities to
look at, name and copy: see the children reading, eating, drinking, bending, stretching, stroking
pets, playing with toys and having fun on the beach. Subjects include Look and Count, Let's Play
Ball, Animal Friends, Hats, Let's Pretend, and In the Park. The point-and-say format encourages
interactive learning: find seven pairs of happy faces, seek out a teddy bear's red ribbon, find one
pineapple, two oranges and three bananas, and touch your nose and toes. It is designed for children
and grown-ups to enjoy together, with a wipe-clean padded cover and sturdy board pages. Visually
exciting, enjoyable to use and built to last, this is an ideal introduction to the world of books. This is
a great first book for little learners. It is full of fun images of children just like them, to see and talk
about. Each page is a delightful child's-eye view of the world, with photo scenes...
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Merely no words and phrases to describe. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Hyman Auer-- Hyman Auer

I actually started out looking over this publication. It can be writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will probably be
transform as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.
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